


Hi! I’m Ryan! 

Odds and Ends About Me:
- Sketching
- Time-Lapse Photography
- Hiking 
- Wood Working
- Camping in Awesome Places
- 3D printing and rapid prototyping

Take a look at the work in my Industrial 
Design portfolio! If you have any questions 
or feedback, send me a call or email. 

Contact information is on the final slide. 

DESIGN IS INVIGORATING
I like to look at design from a holistic 
perspective. If a design or product helps 
a single person, it can make the world a 
better place. My hope is to lend a hand 
in that process.

* *



Furniture & Lighting Projects



AMBIENT VERTICAL LIGHTS

SUSTAINABLE BEDSIDE STANDS 

+ The design intent was to procuce 
low-impact background lighting to 
enhance the mood in desired rooms.

+ I wanted to create a fixture that 
would blend into an environment 
while adding to the general ambi-
ance.

+ These are currently being built and 
sold upon request. 

+ Designed to be low-profile
+ Recycled materials: Plywood and Piping



Future Projects & Weldments Exercises 



3D Printing / Rapid Prototyping



Art Deco Picture Frame 

Dog Bag Keychain

+ A quick exercise in 3D printing capabilities. 

+ Concepted around the common issue with   
   the hassles of carying around bags for dog   
   waste. 

+ Low profile and can hold multiple bags and  
   can assist in carrying filled bags.



Folding Phone Stand

Geometric pen holder

+ Built to fold up for travel. 
+ Works in portrait and landscape   
   orientations for phones and tablets.



HEAL GUARD: AWARD WINNING THERMOFORMED MEDICAL PRODUCT



SO... WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

Patients who are bed-ridden an extended time acquire bed sores on their ankle re-
gion and heels from friction against bed sheets which can lead to tissue breakdown 
and infection.

After market research I found that the emphasis for ankle protection for patients 
who are bed ridden is non-existent.

CLIENT FOCUS 
SUZANNE KLEIN- has stage five Parkinson’s Disease 

She worked as a book keeper until her late 60’s. 
Eventually she became diagnosed with Parkinson’s
Disease that forced her to become bed-ridden.

Her family’s major concern is that she is 
comfortable in her state and that she won’t have 
added trauma that will worsen her condition.  



+Simple Mold and easy assembly

+Minimal strain and adjustability for user

+Possibility for padding incerts for sizing    
  and comfort

+ Sterilization ready

DESIGN SOLUTION:



Winner for UW Stout Best of Design Gallery 2013-2014 for Industrial Design*



The goal was to design a flash drive with an 

emphasis on being easily produced via 3D printing 

technology. The dock was later added to create a 

desktop function as well as an awesome talking 

point.



Training wheels with a new spin



GOALS AND CRITERIA

+Cater to the parents who plan 
on having multiple kids

+Increase visibility of child

+Narrow down the learning gap

+Maintain low cost

WHY TRAINING WHEELS?

One of my most vivid memories as a kid was 
learning how to ride a bike. Making a short 
story short, it was a traumatic experience.

I looked into the bicycle learning product 
market and while there was a lot of high end 
devices to assist children, I felt like training 
wheels have a lot of untapped design 
opportunity.

The design of training wheels hasn’t changed 
in over a century, so it it’s only natural to look 
into reworking the wheel. 

(that’s me)



IDEATION
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final direction*

3 CONCEPTS



FUNCTION TEST 
MODEL

FINAL 
DESIGN

REFINED 
CONCEPT

EARLY 
CONCEPT

ORIGINAL 
TRAINING WHEEL

DESIGN EVOLUTION



FIGURING OUT FUNCTION



+ Flex Shock- Low gauge spring steel

+ Adjustment parts- Casted stainless steel

FINAL BUILD

+ Wheel- Co-injection Mold with rubber 
   and polymer

+ Reflective material on outside surfaces

+ Flat beams- Aluminum

MATERIALS



INTRODUCING: APTO



1 2 3

ATTACHING TO BIKE



CHANGING DIFFICULTY LEVEL



EFFECTIVENESS OF LEAF SPRING

REFLECTIVE EDGES IN ACTION

Common Training Wheels 

+ A bicycle clad with the 
Apto system has more of 
an angular possibility. 

 + When given higher 
adjustability, the rider has 
a smoother transition to 
an un-aided bicycle. 

- Traditional training     
wheels render the rider
rigid and upright.

 - This is ok for first time 
riding, but provides an 
unnatural ride for turning. 

Apto Training System





Target
Fixture design



Grocery Innovation 2016

+ A key restraint was to portray abundance.

+ I have 2 patents pending for the produce cubes  
   and bakery tables

+ The success will be seen in Target stores across     
   the country in the coming years.





Display Concepting



Grocery Related Sketches



Electronics Innovation

 + Educate customers on connected      
    products.

+ Interchangeable layout for product              
   flex.

+ Clean, straight forward 
   presentation.



Seasonal Display Strategy

+ The goal of this project was to build tables that can flex         
   depending on the season.

+ Reduce throwaway cardboard.

+ Build a simple library of fixtures that can be utilized
   year-round.



DESIGN ENGINEER



+ The work I do at The Bernard Group primarily to design displays      
   for mid to high end retailers. 

+ Everything from figuring out materials, hardware, to executing    
   engineering drawings for fabrication is involved. 

+ I have primarily worked with acrylics and other flat plastics and 
   some metals to fold, bend, and glue into highly functional store  
   displays. 

Working in Production



Guides for Education
+ As a member of a team of close-knit engineers, I have a unique       
   opportunity to exchange my own knowledge of design software for 
   engineering know-how. 

+ Below is an example of a guide I put together for my team, where
   I walked through various techniques in a program that will help    
   streamline everyday tasks. 



+ While most of my work is engineering based, there is  
   always room for creativity in regards to manipulating    
   material and execution.  

+ The times that I have most excelled is when a client has a  
   need to think outside the box and I will design accordingly.

Innovating in a Fixed Environment



OTHER PROJECTS





THANK YOU!
enzlerdesign@gmail.com

507.990.9357
enzlerdesign.com


